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Inn this chapter, I describe the third and last case study. This study is showing the use of Brahms as a tool for 
thee design of a work system for a robotic mission to the Moon. Design is a prescriptive activity, and using 
Brahmss as a design tool means that we are creating a prescriptive model, that is, a model of a work system 
thatt does not yet exist. At NASA this type of design activity falls under the rubric of Mission Operations 
Designn (Wall and Ledbetter 1991). Currently, the people involved in designing mission operations forr robotic 
missionss use relatively impoverished tools for the task at hand. Consequently, the confidence in the 
prescriptivee models is not high, with as a result that the designers include "slack" in their designs. For 
example,, the complexity of spreadsheet models for the design of mission timelines and activities does not 
alloww them to include all relevant variables into the analysis. Also, the lack of powerful modeling tools does 
nott allow mission operation designers to investigate many scenarios that could be relevant. In a personal 
conversationn with a Co-Investigator for the 2003 Mars Exploration Rovers ('03 MER) mission57, I was told 
thatt due to a lack of powerful tools they were able to investigate only two of the original five mission 
scenarios.. The reason for this was the complexity of the model and the time it took to create a scenario. 

Inn this case study I investigate the use of Brahms for the design of mission timelines and activities, based on 
aa richer model of the work system than is currently possible with the available tools. This case study shows 
thatt providing mission operation designers with more powerful prescriptive modeling tools will allow them to 
bee more efficient and effective in the design of missions. This helps NASA with doing missions better, faster, 
andd ultimately cheaper. 

Robotss and Humans as Partners 

Inn the coming decades, the moon will also prove useful as a laboratory and test bed. Astronauts at a 
lunarr base could operate observatories and study the local geology for clues to the history of the solar 
system.. They could also use telepresence to explore the moon's inhospitable environment and learn 
howw to mix human and robotic activities to meet their scientific goals. 

Thee motives for exploration are both emotional and logical. The desire to probe new territory, to see 
what'ss over the hill, is a natural human impulse. This impulse also has a rational basis: by broadening 
thee imagination and skills of the human species, exploration improves the chances of our long-term 
survival.. Judicious use of robots and unmanned spacecraft can reduce the risk and increase the 
effectivenesss of planetary exploration. But robots will never be replacements for people. Some 
scientistss believe that artificial- intelligence software may enhance the capabilities of unmanned 
probes,, but so far those capabilities fall far short of what is required for even the most rudimentary 
formss of field study. 

Too answer the question "Humans or robots?" one must first define the task. If space exploration is 
aboutt going to new worlds and understanding the universe in ever increasing detail, then both robots 
andd humans will be needed. The strengths of each partner make up for the other's weaknesses. To 
usee only one technique is to deprive ourselves of the best of both worlds: the intelligence and flexibility 
off human participation and the beneficial use of robotic assistance. (Spudis 1999) 

Missionn operation design and planning for robotic and mixed human-robotic tasks is currently done quite 
informallyy with the design team's heuristic intuitions about tasks the agents (either human or robotic) need to 
do,, and the likelihood of that capability being available in the future state of the art. This creates the 
fundamentall problem where the analysis of the human and robotic collaborative elements of a mission is 
beingg carried out at a very high-level of abstraction, until well into the commitment for a design of the robot. 
Inn part this is a consequence of the inadequacy of current systems in allowing easy modeling of the 
intricaciess of a rich and dynamic set of tasks being carried out by robots in conjunction with humans (Sims 
ett al. 2000). 

http://mare.jpl.nasagov/missions/future/2003.html l 
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Thee Melding of Mind and Machine 

Humann dexterity and intelligence are the prime requirements of field study. But is the physical 
presencee of people really required? Telepresence—the remote projection of human abilities into a 
machine—mayy permit field study on other planets without the danger and logistical problems 
associatedd with human spaceflight In telepresence the movements of a human operator on Earth are 
electronicallyy transmitted to a robot that can reproduce the movements on another planet's surface. 
Visuall and tactile information from the robots sensors give the human operator the sensation of being 
presentt on the planet's surface, "inside" the robot. As a bonus, the robot surrogate can be given 
enhancedd strength, endurance and sensory capabilities. 

Iff telepresence is such a great idea, why do we need humans in space? For one, the technology is not 
yett available, vision is the most important sense used in field study, and no real-time imaging system 
developedd to date can match human vision, which provides 20 times more resolution than a video 
screen.. But the most serious obstacle for telepresent systems is not technological but psychological. 
Thee process that scientists use to conduct exploration in the field is poorly understood, and one 
cannott simulate what is not understood. Finally, there is the critical problem of time delay. Ideally, 
telepresencee requires minimal delays between the operator's command to the robot, the execution of 
thee command and the observation of the effect. The distances in space are so vast that instantaneous 
responsee is impossible. A signal would take 2.6 seconds to make a round-trip between Earth and its 
moon.. The round-trip delay between Earth and Mars can be as long as 40 minutes, making true 
telepresencee impossible. Robotic Mars probes must rely on a cumbersome interface, which forces the 
operatorr to be more preoccupied with physical manipulation than with exploration. (Spudis 1999) 

Theree are two major problems Spudis writes about: 1) poorly understood work practice of field science, both 
onn Earth and in space, and 2) the issue of time delay in teleoperated robots and its impact on the interface 
betweenn humans and machines. Both these issues have been the partial focus of the previous case studies 
inn this thesis. Unlike Spudis, who states that "one cannot simulate what is not understood," in the previous 
twoo case studies I used modeling and simulation to understand the work practices of field scientists on the 
Moon,, while in the process of developing the simulations. In other words, in the previous case studies I have 
developedd a way of using multiagent simulation technology as a technology solution for the process of 
understanding.understanding. In this case study I go one step further, and use modeling and simulation as a process for 
designingdesigning solutions. 

InIn this study, I use Brahms to design the human-robotic collaboration58 for the Victoria mission. The Victoria 
missionn proposal is a recently submitted NASA proposal for a semi-autonomous robot to search for water 
onn the South Pole of the Moon. In this proposal an Earth-based science team will conduct a long-term 
roboticc mission investigating permanent dark areas on the Moon's South Polar region. A semi-autonomous 
robott will be the agent doing the actual field science, while in constant communication with the science 
team.. The issue I address in this case study is the use of work practice modeling and simulation for design 
off the human-robotic collaboration. 

Goalss and objectives 

Thee goal of this case study is to show that with Brahms we can design how humans and robots can work 
together.. In the process of developing a computational model of a new human-robotic work system we 
acquiree requirements for the systems (such as for the robot and data systems), communication, team 
interactions,, and the distribution of work activities. 

Thee research question in this case study is: 

588 Some people might question the concept of collaboration with a teleoperated robot, and I am aware of this seemingly strange notion. 
However,, in this thesis the notion of collaboration is used specifically in situations where one or more agents (human or machine) are 
awaree of each other's activities in pursue of a common goal. The question is thus rx* #tlw humans arr i the robot are collaborating, but 
insteadd we accept the fact that the l>jmans in the e r ^ 
participants.. Therefore, the question becomes, how can we make the robot aware of the fact that such collaborations exists? Answering 
thiss question goes beyond the scope of this study, but a start will be made with getting closer to answering this question, by creating a 
modell of this collaboration. 
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CanCan the Brahms  modeling  and simulation  environment  be used  to  prescribe  a realistic  work 
practicepractice  In tire design  of  the human-robotic collaboration  during  a robotic  lunar  mission? 

Thee objective of this case study is to design a working Brahms simulation that models a relatively simple, 
butt realistic human-robot collaborative activity of Ine Victoria rover described in the Victoria mission 
proposal.. The model should show in relative detail the collaboration and distribution of activities between 
humanss on Earth and the robot on the Moon. In the next sections I describe the result of this study. First, the 
nextt two sections describe the Victoria mission in more detail. Then, I describe how the use of Brahms in 
thiss case study will be evaluated. I will then briefly describe the V&V of the model. After this the model 
detailss are described, as well as the outcome of the simulation. Last, I will conclude with some observations. 

8.11 VICTORIA MSSION 

Victoriaa is the name of a proposed long-term semi-autonomous robotic mission to the South Pole region of 
thee Moon at the end of 2005. The name Victoria was chosen after the only ship of Ferdinand Magellan's 
voyagee that circumnavigated the world59. 

Att the start of this case study the Victoria team was in the middle of writing the proposal. Team members 
(soo called Principal Investigator and Co-Investigators) of the Victoria mission are world-renowned scientists 
fromm different scientific disciplines (planetary scientists geologists, robotisists, and Al-specialists). The 
descriptionn and all data mentioned in this thesis come from the drafts of the actual proposal, which can be 
seenn as functional requirement specifications for the mission. Scientific space mission proposals are 
necessarilyy very detailed descriptions of every aspect of the mission. One could view a robotic science 
missionn proposal as a detailed requirement specification for the proposed science investigation, the science 
instrumentation,, the launch vehicle, spacecraft and robot, and the control & data communication. 

Forr a space science mission to be funded, a proposal needs to withstand many reviews and severe 
competitionn from other proposals, ft is therefore not surprising that a proposal needs to provide the 
reviewerss with much detailed information showing that, when funded, the mission is doable and the 
proposedd goals and objectives are likely to be met within the proposed schedule, with the proposed mission 
technologyy and within the proposed budget. The Victoria mission proposal is a multi-million dollar project 
descriptionn and plan from which scientists and engineers are able to start the design and implementation of 
thee needed mission elements. 

8.1.11 Missio n overvie w 

Victoria'ss fundamental goal is to gain a better understanding of the history of volatiles in the solar system, by 
firstt getting a deeper understanding of how these volatiles might be preserved at an ideal site in space. It is 
determinedd from the data returned by the previous Lunar Prospector0 mission that the Moon's permanently 
shadowedd areas at the poles might be an ideal site for the preservation of volatiles, in particular in the form 
off water ice (Hubbard et al. 1998). There is a secondary goal of gaining a better understanding of the 
evolutionn of the Moon. Even though the Apollo missions significantly increased our knowledge about the 
Moon'ss evolution, the ultimate question of how the Moon came about is still not positively answered today. 
Givenn this, the mission's objectives are to: 

1.. Verify the presence of water ice and other volatiles within permanently shadowed regions on the Moon. 
Thiss will be accomplished by gathering the necessary in-situ data for analyzing the history of water and 
otherr volatiles on the Moon, and by implication in the inner solar system. This is the primary mission 
sciencee objective. 

2.. Perform a geological survey of the southern lunar polar region, in extreme high resolution. 

3.. Determine the composition of recent pyroclastic type deposits around mare-type voteanos that are 
betweenn one to two billion years old, as well as nearby mare basalts that are about 3.2 billion years old. 

599 Ferdinan d Magellan , (14807-1521), Portuguese-bo m Spanis h explore r and navigator , leader of the first  expeditio n to  circumnavigate , 
orr  sai l completel y around , the world . 
600 http^/kjnar.arc.nasagov / 
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4.. Transect the South Pote-Aitken (SPA) basin creating a fine scale geological survey to understand the 
interactionn betweem the SPA impact61 event and the underlying mantle materials. 

Thesee are the high-level scientific purposes of the Victoria mission. From these scientifically important 
objectives,, the Victoria team argues that the most efficient way to meet these science objectives is to use a 
high-speedd semi-autonomous rover that can traverse over long distances (several hundreds of kilometers), 
forr a tong time period (three months to a year), to gather the necessary geological and physics data. 

& 22 PR0BLBH 8 WITH AUTOMATB ) PLANETARY SURFACE EXPLORATION 

8.2.11 Data overloa d 

Scientificc field exploration on Earth is difficult work. Not only does the scientist have to endure tough 
environmentall conditions, such as being in cold or warm climates for a long period of time, isolated from the 
restt of the world, but also because of its data intensive nature and the fact that good scientific principles 
needd to be adhered to. Automated planetary surface exploration will for the most part eliminate these 
environmentall and isolation problems. It will not, however, change the data intensive nature of the work. As 
aa matter of fact, recent studiess of remote science team activities in automated field exploration on Earth has 
shownn that the amount of data that is being collected automatically by the robot in the field is sometimes 
overwhelmingg for the science team. Thomas et al, note the following problem with data archiving in their 
studyy of a remote science team at NASA Ames Research Center, during an experiment for automated 
planetaryy surface exploration (Thomas et al. 1999, p.24); 

Thee greatest difficulties were noticing the arrival of new information and finding relevant information 
enteredd by other researchers. Some data products were only available after the initial, raw information 
wass reprocessed. Consequently information became available at different times, but no global 
mechanismm was available to alert the scientists. 

Basedd on the problem of data archiving observed by Thomas et al, I will address the following questions in 
thee model: 

1.. How will science data be gathered, in collaboration with the Earth-based science team, rover 
teleoperator,, and the rover on the lunar surface? 

2.. How will the gathered science data be made available to the science team on a continuous basis during 
thee long mission? 

Too answer these questions, I will develop a model of the activities of the above-mentioned teams, based on 
thee description of a planned mission traverse described in the Victoria proposal. 

8.2.22 Powe r constrain t 

Onee of the biggest constraints in any robotic mission is power consumption of the robot. A robot gets its 
energyy from onboard batteries. These batteries are charged by solar energy, using large solar arrays on the 
robott (Figure 8-1). In every activity the rover uses energy, therefore the sequence of activities for the rover is 
constraintt by the amount of power available to complete the sequence. When the robot's batteries are low, it 
needss to return to a sun-exposed spot in order to recharge its batteries. Batteries are heavy artifacts that 
needd to be brought up in space, and are therefore limited in size and power. This makes the robot power 
consumptionn issue a very important constraint in the design of the robot, but also a very important constraint 
inn the abilityy of the robot to perform certain activities during the mission. 

611 SPA is the largest recognizable impact basin in the solar system. 
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Duringg the Victoria mission the rover will traverse 
intoo permanently dark regions on the Moon. 
Thesee are interesting areas, because of their 
potentiall to keep water ice from evaporating. 
Thesee areas exist particularly on the South Pole 
off the Moon, because a) the angle of the Sun at 
thee South Pole and b) the terrain relief due to 
largee impact craters. A problem with traversing 
intoo permanent dark regions is the fact that the 
robott needs to have enough power to make it 
safelyy out of the permanent dark region before its 
batteryy is empty. This might not be immediately 
obvious,, but it should be clear when one realizes 
thatt when the robot runs out of power in a 
permanentt dark region the mission is over and 
donee with. Permanently dark means no sun, 
ever,, and if sun is the only way to recharge the 
robot'ss batteries we can easily see why this is a 
veryy important constraint. 

Figuree 8-1. Victoria Rover 

Inn order to calculate the power consumption for the Victoria rover at any moment in time, I developed the 
followingg equation: 

PowerPower consumption for rover at time t (Prover(t)) = 

powerpower for driving (Pd(t)) + power for command & data handling (Ph(t)) + 

powerpower for science instrumentation (Pi(t)) + power for communications (Pc(t)) + 

powerpower used for thermal protection (Pt(t)) + other (not measurable power) 

(1.0) ) 

Givenn (1.0), we can now define the energy usage during an activity tor the rover to be: 

- I I 
endend of acti 

startstart of acti 
Prover(t)dt Prover(t)dt (2.0) ) 

Thee energy constraint thai exists during a mission traverse into a permanent dark area is: 

ff halfway point of traverse 

JJ start of traverse 
Prover(Prover( i )dt< Pbattery(start of traverse) -15% full battery reserve - 50% of Pbattery(start of traverse) 

(3.0) ) 

Thiss constraint says that the total energy usage of the rover during the traverse into a permanent dark area 
cannott be bigger than the available battery power minus a 15% reserve battery capacity, and minus a 100% 
marginn (i.e. 50% of Pbattery(start of traverse)). The 15% reserve is a standard reserve that has to do with 
thee battery operation specifications. The 100% margin is used only in traverses into permanent dark areas. 
Thee idea is based on the fact that when the rover does a mission in a permanent dark area, it will use the full 
batteryy capacity to make the mission as effective as possible. With a full battery you can safely assume that 
youu can use half of the battery life to drive intolhe permanent dark area, and you need half of the battery life 
too get out of the permanent dark area. Therefore, the total energy you can use to get into the permanent 
darkk area is given by the energy constraint (3.0). In other words, the time available to get to the halfway 
pointt of a traverse within a permanent dark area is constraint by the time it takes to use the maximum power 
availablee that still does not violate constraint (3.0). 
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& 33 EVALUATION CRITERIA POR USE OF BRAHMS M DESIGN 

Thee objective in this study is to show that Brahms as a modeling language can help in specifying work 
practices,, while the simulation engine permits execution and evaluation of a newly designed work system. 
Rememberingg that the previous two case studies proved that modeling and simulation with Brahms has a 
"realityy value," the quality criteria to be applied to this case study are radically different from the ones in the 
firstt two. In this case study the Brahms language and the simulation engine are used as design aids, which 
impliess that the value should be judged on the aid provided, i.e. an evaluation of this aid on relevant criteria. 
Thesee criteria must be elaborated, defined and judged. In other words, the quality of the model and the aid 
thee model simulation provides in design is more or less subjective. 

Thee work system design method proposed in this case study involves modeling, simulation, and analysis of 
aa candidate work system for the Victoria mission. There are two quite different uses of modeling and 
simulationn in this area: 

1.. A Brahms model may be developed and simulated to verify the operational correctness in terms of the 
workk system, as well as to evaluate the performance of the designed system. During such an effort, 
moree than one design of the work system may be modeled and evaluated to select the best one for 
implementation. . 

2.. In complex systems, plans are often used for short time horizons. The relative unpredictable nature of 
realityy will make a plan useless at the moment situations occur that were not previously considered 
duringg the planning activity. During the actual Victoria mission, continuous changes to the planned 
activitiess of the rover and science team will be necessary. If we have a validated model of the 
implementedd work system, we can use this model for continuous mission planning during the mission. 
Necessaryy changes to the plan can be modeled, simulated and evaluated before the actual changes to 
thee active plan are being carried out. What-rf scenarios can be simulated and different plans compared. 

Formulatedd as objectivesior modeling, these two purposes lead to two quite different experimental frames. 
Ann experimental frame is a specification of the conditions under which the system is observed, or 
experimentedexperimented with. As such, an experimental frame is the operationalization of the objectives that motivate 
thee modeling and simulation project (Zeigler et al. 2000). 

Objectives s 

Outcomee Measures 

Outputt Variables 

—— Experimenta l Frame — - ^ 

Figuree 8-2. Transforming objectives into experimental frames (borrowed from (Zeigler et al. 2000)) 

Figuree 8-2 shows the process of transforming objectives into an experimental frame. In order to evaluate 
designn alternatives, modeling objectives require measures of effectiveness for the system to accomplish its 
goals.. Such measures are called outcome measures. To compute such measures the model needs to 
includee output variables that are computed during model execution runs. Therefore, for the above-
mentionedd objectives for the use of Brahms in work system design we will need to identify output variables 
thatt represent system performance. 
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8.3.11 Outcom e measure s 

Forr this thesis, I am focusing on the use of Brahms for verifying operational correctness of a specific work 
systemm design (i.e. #1 use). Possible measures that the model could provide are62: 

 human activities performed 
 robot activities performed 
 the time it takes for the team to complete a mission objective 
 activity times per agent (human and robot) 
 power consumption and energy usage for the robot agent 
 robot command sequence send by the Earth-based team to the robot 
 amount and type of data send to Earth by the robot, and used for decision analysis and 

historicall record 
 amount of surface covered during a traverse 

Wee call these outcome measures. By identifying such outcome measures, we are able to identify the output 
variabless that a Brahms simulation should be able to calculate. By investigating the ability of the Brahms 
languagee to model such output variables, and the ability of Brahms to determine these variables during a 
simulationn run we are able to evaluate the use of Brahms in a more objective manner. 

8 ^ 22 Outpu t variable s 

Givenn the above outcome measures we can define the output variables of the simulation. The simulation 
willl produce the output variables, and they can be used to determine the performance of the designed work 
system.. If we have enough confidence in the validity of the model, we can use these output variables to 
draww conclusions about the operational correctness of the particular work system design. Table 8-1 shows 
thee output variables that will be generated during the simulation: 

Tablee 8-1. Simulatio n outpu t variable s 

Outcom ee Measure s 
humann activities performed 
robott activities performed 
thee time it takes for the team to complete a 
missionn objective 
activityy times per agent (human and robot) 

powerr consumption and energy usage for the 
robott agent 

robott command sequence send by Earth to 
thee robot 
amountt and type of data send to Earth and 
usedd for decision analysis and historical 
record d 
amountt of surface covered during a traverse 

Outpu tt  Variable s 
aa list of activities for each human-agent 
aa list of activities for each robot-agent 
thee total duration of a high-level mission 
objectivee activity 
thee duration time of each specific agent-
activity y 
thee total power consumed by the robot agent, 
thee energy used in each robot activity, 
thee battery power left after each robot activity, 
dataa send to the robot 

forr each data transmission made by the 
robot,, its type and the amount of data 

lengthh and time of traverses, 
numberr of mission relevant stops 

& 44 MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATIO N 

Inn system design, i.e. when designing a system that does not yet exist, it seems only possible to do model 
verification.. Model validation is difficult, because we cannot compare the outcome of the model with the 
outcomee from an existing source system (Zeigler et al. 2000, chapter 14, fig.1). In this section, I describe 
howw the simulation in this case study is verified and validated. 

622 One coul d defin e a numbe r of additiona l relevant  measures , but for the purpos e d thi s case stuJy , in ligh t of this thesis , acMing irrar e 
measure ss does not necessaril y enhanc e the outcome . 
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&4. 11 Verificatio n 

Ass described in chapter 6.9.5, verification is Ihe attempt of establishing that the simulation relation holds 
betweenn the simulator and the model being simulated. In other words, does the simulator execute the model 
correctly?? Correctly in this context means, does the simulator execute the model as intended, after the 
compilerr has been able to correctly translate the model source code? 

Thee model is developed based on the Apollo HFE deployment model from the second case study on the 
onee hand, and the Victoria mission proposal on the other. This data allows for a relatively accurate design of 
thee activities and the robot. To verify the correctness of the simulation of the model, I presented the 
conceptuall design model of the Victoria work system to the principal investigator, and a science team 
memberr of the Victoria mission, and based on their feedback I implemented the conceptual design into a 
Brahmss model. I also interacted with co-investigators of the Victoria mission on the modeling of the rover 
andd its instruments. With one of the designers of the Victoria rover from Carnegie Mellon University I had 
designn interactions on the energy performance of the rover. With the designers of the lunar surface drill 
(Honeybeee Robotics, Ltd.) and the research scientists responsible for the Neutron Detector instrument, I 
discussedd the operations and energy consumption of these instruments. After syntax error revisions, and 
becausee of the two previous case studies, we can be confident that the Brahms simulator executes Brahms 
modelss correctly. I then verified the model simulation using the visual AgentViewer application. After several 
debuggingg cycles, I verified that the outcome of the simulation produced the correct behavior of all the 
agentss in the system over time. 

&4. 22 Validatio n 

Thee point of the exercise is to test the use of simulation as a design aid for the implementation of the actual 
system.. The model consists of a number of modeled agents (humans and robots) and systems that could 
individuallyy be validated. However, the overall system behavior is what determines the effectiveness. 

Sincee there is no real-world system data, the way I have been able to validate is to use a rather qualitative 
comparisonn step; i.e. validating the model based on responses from the Victoria principal investigator. After 
thee model was simulating correctly, I presented this outcome to the principal investigator of the Victoria 
missionn and he validated its behavior. This gives a relative confidence that the model indeed simulates the 
appropriatee level of behavior of the future work system. 

8 A 33 Mode l fidelit y 

Ann important concept in design models is fidelity. Fidelity is often used for a combination of validity and 
detail.. Thus, a high-fidelity model may refer to a model that is high both in detail and in validity. However, 
onee needs to be aware of the fact that high detail is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for high fidelity. 
Theree can be a highly detailed, but invalid model that is very much in error. This tacit assumption is 
especiallyy important in design models, because design models are very difficult to validate before a system 
iss implemented and we are able to validate the model against the implementation. Therefore, it is important 
too realize that high detail does not eliminate the validity concern in work system design models. 

Modell detail depends on the objective of the modeling effort. The more demanding the question, the greater 
thee resolution needs to be to answer the question. The level of detail of the human-robotic work system to 
bee designed should be high enough so that the modeling activity is relatively simple and fast, but on the 
otherr hand detailed enough to be relevant for mission-operation designers, robot designers, and/or software 
developers. . 

Thee collaboration between the humans on Earth and the robot on the Moon is grounded in the performance 
off a specific task. What needs to be included in the model should be based on all the relevant activities and 
contextuall information that influence this collaborative activity. The level of detail at which to model each 
aspectt depends on our ability to identify those aspects that have influence. There is no hard and fast rule 
thatt can be applied to the modeling level. For example, it is obvious that the communication time-delay 
betweenn the Earth and the Moon needs to be included in whatever collaborative activity is being designed. 
However,, it is not clear if and how the make-up of the mission science-team has to be included in the 
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model.. I could decide to model every individual member of the science-team as separate agents, while on 
thee other hand I could decide to model a whole team as one agent communicating their decisions to other 
teams.. From previous field-test simulations K seems obvious that the work practices of the human teams 
hass great influence on the collaboration with the robot in performing field science (Thomas et al. 1999) 
(Cabroletal.2001). . 

Inn system design, the measures of the effectiveness of the system in accomplishing its goals are required to 
evaluatee the design alternatives. This suggests that the outcome measures from Table 8-1 could be used to 
measuree the effectiveness of a specific work system design model. One of the most important measures for 
thee evaluation of an alternative is the power consumption and energy usage of the robot during the model 
simulation.. For a design alternative to be accepted it will at least need to satisfy energy constraint (3.0). The 
levell at which to model is the level that can show and explain all the events that influence this constraint. 
Thee objective in the rest of this chapter is to describe how this was done in the Victoria model. 

BJSBJS MSSIOII OPERATIONS WORK SYSTBM DESIGN 

Thee work that is involved in the Victoria mission is distributed over a number of human teams, and the 
Victoriaa rover. In a sense, we can view the Victoria science team as a user of the semi-autonomous rover. 
Thee science team is a user from the perspective that the rover is on the lunar surface in service of the Earth-
basedd science team. On the other hand, the rover is not merely a computer system with a user in the 
traditionall sense of the word. The rover is more of a collaborator with its user. From the perspective of a 
teamm performing a scientific lunar surface exploration mission, the rover is part of the team. The work 
practicee of this team is what will make the difference in the performance of this team. As such, the rover 
cannott be simply viewed as a complex piece of machinery that needs to be remotely controlled by its user, 
butt instead the rover has to be seen as an integral part of the team performing the work; Who is doing what, 
where,, when, and how? The purpose of this case study is to show how a model of the prescribed work 
practicee can aid the mission operation system (MOS) designers in designing the most efficient work system 
forr the mission, given its objectives. 

8 3 . 11 Functiona l divisio n of activit y 

Organizationall structures of mission operation teams for robotic missions can be based on similar functions 
forr more traditional remote-sensing missions. Wall & Ledbetter describe the organizational structure of 
remote-sensingg missions in functional terms (Wall and Ledbetter 1991). The two top functions described 
are: : 

1.. Keep the robot safe and functioning, and 

2.. Request, collect, process and analyze the data sent back by the robot. 

However,, in the case of a semi-autonomous rover mission the rover is defined as a member of the mission 
operationss team. Therefore, I identify a third important top-level function. 

3.. Perform the science activity and send data back to Earth. 

Thesee functions require two distinct data flow processes: uplink, the definition, preparation and transmission 
off instructions and data to the robot; and downlink, the collection, transmission and processing of data from 
thee robot. Wall & Ledbetter describe the sub-functions necessary for accomplishing these two data flow 
processess from an Earth-based mission operations point of view, (see Table 8-2). 
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Tablee 8-2. Relation of data flow process to functions (from (Wall and Ledbetter 1991)) 

Robot/Spacecraf tt  operatio n 
andd safet y 

Request ,, collect , process , 
analyz ee data 

Uplinkk process 

Downlinkk process 

1. . 

2. . 

3. . 

4. . 

5. . 

1. . 

2. . 

3. . 

4. . 

Commandss for engineering 

operationn of robot/spacecraft 

Maneuverr commands 

Telecommunicationss commands 

Emergencyy or anomaly resolution 

commands s 

Engineeringg data loads 

Monitoringg of health and status 

telemetryy from robot/spacecraft 

subsystems s 

Subsystemm trend analysis 

Subsystemm performance prediction 

Qualityy of downlink signal 

1.. Command sequences for 

experimentt operation 

2.. On-board data storage commands 

3.. Paytoad pointing commands 

4.. Long-term planning for science 

opportunities s 

1.. Experiment data collection 

2.. Data processing and enhancement 

3.. Image processing 

4.. Data quality assessment 

Thee functions in Table 8-2 need to be performed collaboratively by the mission operation teams and the 
rover.. How this happens is constrained by the work system that needs to be designed. The model will 
prescribee the work system by incorporating a model of the work practice, including all the Earth-based 
teams,, the rover, their communication actions, as well as the hardware and software systems they use. 

Figuree 8-3 gives a pictorial representation of the currently known elements and their relative geographical 
locationn during the Victoria mission. The Science Team consists of a number of sub-teams, all co-located in 
Buildingg 244 at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. The sub-teams are the Science 
Operationss Team (SOT), the Instrument Synergy Team (1ST), and the Data Analysis and Interpretation 
Teamm (DAIT). There are two other supporting teams outside the Science Team. These are the Data and 
Downlinkk Team (DDT) and the Vehicle and Spacecraft Operations Team (VSOT). All these teams work 
togetherr to perform the mission. In doing so, their objective is to accomplish the scientific objectives of the 
mission.. They communicate with the Victoria rover on the lunar surface, using the Universal Space Network 
(USN)) via two separate communication links, the high capacity S-Band direct Earth to rover link, as well as 
thee UHF communication link via Victoria's lunar orbiter. 

Thee flow of data from the rover will be dominated by contextual and multi-spectral image data, but will also 
includee thermal emission, neutron spectrometer, time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS), X-ray 
spectrometerr (APXS), microscopic imaging, and various engineering data of scientific interest. This data will 
comee to NASA Ames via the USN data connection and will be automatically converted in near real-time to 
accessiblee data formats that can be made available to the teams via data access and visualization 
applications.. In addition to this continuous data conversion activity, the data will be streamed to a redundant 
DVDD storage facility-that will then immediately be made available to the Planetary Data System (PDS) in 
raww format. Within a 24 hours time period, the Victoria science team will release the images of greatest 
interestt on the public available Victoria web site. 

Inn the next sections I will describe the design of this work system through the design of the agent model, the 
objectt model, their activity models and the geographical model 
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Teamm j Visualizatio n System s 

Figuree 8-3. Victoria work system 

8.5.22 Agen t mode l desig n 

Figuree 8-4 shows the group membership hierarchy on which the design of the work system is based. The 
agentss in the model are the Earth-based human teams and the Victoria rover, as shown in Figure 8-3. The 
teamss are represented as agents, because at this moment it is not possible to describe the composition of 
eachh team in more detail. This means that the activities represented in the model are at the team-level, and 
itt remains unspecified how the teams themselves inter-operate. For example, the "plan a command 
sequence"" activity of the SOT represents the work of the whole team, while the individual activities of each 
teamm member remain unspecified. As the team structure and inter-operation of the teams become known, 
wee could update the model to reflect more specific internal team-design. The modular agent-based design 
allowss us in the future to decompose the team into multiple agents, as well as decompose each team-
activityy into more specific team member activities. 

Thee VictoriaRover is modeled as an agent, i.e. an instance of the group Rover, which is a subgroup of the 
groupp DataCommunicator. Agents of the group DataCommunicator know how to create and communicate 
dataa objects. This is relevant for rovers, because they need to communicate information to Earth. The 
VictoriaRoverr agent can communicate either over the S-Band directly to Earth, or over the UHF-band via 
thee orbiter. . 
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MyBaseGrou p p 
Group p 

Victoriaa Team 
Group p 

Dataa and Downlin k Team 
Agent t 

Scienc ee Team 
Group p 

Vehicl ee and Spacecraf t 
Operation ss Team 

Agent t 

Dataa Analysi s and 
Interpretatio nn Team 

Agent t 

Instrumen tt  Synerg y Team 
Agent t 

ff Data Analysi s and 
Interpretatio nn Team 

II Agent 

DataCommunicato r r 
Group p 

Rover r 
Group p 

VictoriaRover r 
Agent t 

Figuree 8-4. Victoria Agent Model 

Givenn the above teams, Table 8-3 shows a possible distribution of the functions from Table 8-2 over the 
Victoriaa teams. Different teams collaborate together to perform these functions. How such collaborations 
happenn depends on the work practice, specified in the situation-action rules (i.e. the workframes) of the 
differentt agents. 

Tablee 8-3. Functional activity distribution over Victoria teams 

Uplin k k 
proces s s 

Scienc e e 
Operation s s 

Team m 

1.. Maneuver 
commands s 

2.. Command 
sequences s 
for r 
experiment t 
operation n 

3.. Payload 
pointing g 
commands s 

4.. Long-term 
planningg for 
science e 
opportunities s 

Instrumen t t 
Synerg y y 

Team m 

1.. Commands 
for r 
engineering g 
operationn of 
robot/spacec c 

raft t 

2.. Emergency 
orr anomaly 
resolution n 
commands s 

3.. Payload 
pointing g 
commands s 

4.. Long-term 
planningg for 
science e 
opportunities s 

Data a 
Analysi s s 

and d 
Interpretati o o 

nTeam m 

1.. Long-term 
planningg for 
science e 
opportunities s 

Dataa and 
Downlin k k 

Team m 

1.. Telecommun 
i-cations s 
commands s 

Vehicl ee and 
Spacecraf t t 
Operation s s 

Team m 

1.. Commands 
for r 
engineering g 
operationn of 
robot/spacec c 

raft t 

2.. Maneuver 
commands s 

3.. Telecommun 

i-cations s 
commands s 

4.. Emergency 
orr anomaly 
resolution n 

commands s 

5.. Command 

sequences s 

for r 

Rover r 

1.. Command 
execution n 

2.. Long-term 
planningg for 
science e 
opportunities s 
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Downlink k 
process s 

1.. Monitorin g of 

healt hh and 

statu s s 

telemetr y y 

fromm robo t 

subsystem s s 

2.. Subsyste m 

tren d d 

analysi s s 

3.. Subsyste m 

performanc e e 

predictio n n 

1.. Data qualit y 

assessmen t t 

2.. Experimen t 

data a 

collectio n n 

1.. Qualit y of 

downlin k k 

signa l l 

2.. Experimen t 

data a 

collectio n n 

3.. Data 

processin g g 

and d 

enhanceme n n 

t t 

experimen t t 

operatio n n 

6.. On-boar d 

datastorag e e 

command s s 

7.Paytoa d d 

pointin g g 

command s s 

1.. Monitorin g of 

healt hh and 

statu s s 

telemetr y y 

fromm robo t 

subsystem s s 

2.. Subsyste m 

tren d d 

analysi s s 

3.. Subsyste m 

performanc e e 

ptecJctio n n 

1.. Experimen t 

data a 

collectio n n 

2.. Monitorin g of 

healt hh and 

statu s s 

telemetr y y 

fromm robo t 

subsystem s s 

Forr the purpose of this study, the model only includes some of the functions from Table 8-2, and 
consequentlyy also from Table 8-3. 

8.5.33 Objec t mode l desig n 

Thee object model consists of the classes and instances of the artifacts, as well the statically and dynamically 
createdd data objects. The Victoria object model (Figure 8-5) includes classes for the science instruments on 
thee rover, as well as other objects contained in the rover, such as the carousel and the battery. Furthermore, 
thee model includes the data communicator class, which includes the objects for S-band and Uhf 
communication.. The simulation scenario, presented in the next section, only requires the S-bandMGA 
antennaa on the rover. The model also includes the software system that is needed to receive and convert 
thee mission data, as well as an object that represents the data visualization system needed to present the 
Victoriaa team with the data in a usable format. The Data and CoreSample classes are used to dynamically 
createe data instances and lunar core sample objects, during the simulation. 

8.5.44 Geograph y mode l desig n 

Thee geography model is similar to that of the two Apollo models, since we are again modeling geographical 
locationss on Earth and on the Moon. Figure 8-6 shows the Victoria geography model design, as is depicted 
inn Figure 8-3. There are two distinct areas of interest on Earth; The Building244 area where the Victoria 
teamss and systems are located, and the UsnSatelliteLocatjon area where the UsnDishl satellite dish is 
located.. On the Moon, the areas represented are locations for the specific scenario that is being simulated 
(seee next section). There is a location called ShadowEdgeOfCraterSNI, which represents the location the 
roverr is at the start of the simulation. This is the location on the shadow edge that is in crater SN1. Another 
locationn that is important during the scenario is the area ShadowArea1lnCraterSN1. This represents the 
specificc location in the permanent shadowed SN1 crater where the rover will perform a drilling activity. The 
LandingSitee area is only represented for completeness, and does not play a significant role in the simulation 
off the actual scenario. 
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Figuree 8-5. Victoria Object Model 
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Figuree 8-6. Victoria Geography Model 

8 . 66 MODEL SIMULATIO N SCENARIO 

Thee Victoria proposal spells out a number of surface activities that will be performed by the rover, in 
collaborationn with the teams on Earth. For this case study I selected the activity of searching for water in 
permanentlypermanently shadowed craters, as described in the proposal: 

[T]hee Victoria team will proceed to the crux of the primary science objective, i.e., the characterization 
off volatiles, including ice in a permanently shadowed crater or depression. The rover will traverse 
fromm the landing site area to a preselected nearby crater that contains a permanently shadowed area. 
Itt will seek ice and other volatiles that are expected to be present in such a permanently shadowed 
coldd trap. Several regions close to the pole exist that fulfill Victoria's exploration criteria: 

Sitee number 1 is a depression located at . The depression is approximately 10 km across. 
Bothh radar and Clementine data indicate that it is permanently shadowed in its center. Assuming that 
aa landing site close to the pole is selected, high resolution coverage exists from the pole along a ridge 
too the edge of the depression. 

Sitee number 2 is located . Clementine showed that there is a plateau in this region 
receivingg large amounts of illumination. Several dark zones surround this plateau and appear to be 
permanentlyy in the dark. The good hires coverage of this region, coupled with Victoria team members 
[...]] who are particularly knowledgeable about the lunar polar regions and their topography, will ensure 
ann optimization of the current existing data and a minimization of environmental risks. 

Uponn arriving at the chosen crater, the rover will travel down into the selected crater and to the edge 
off the shadow. Then, a full battery charge will be confirmed and the rover will traverse into the crater's 
darkk area for a duration of approximately one hour. Over the next few Earth-days several rover 
traversess will be performed into this shadowed zone, each lasting up to three hours or longer. The 
Victoria'ss rover is capable of reasonably high speeds on much of the lunar terrain, but it is anticipated 
thatt shadowed zones will be traversed at speeds not exceeding 1 m/sec. During this traverse, the 
roverr will periodically stop and deploy its neutron detector to seek hydrogen within the first half nieter 
off the surface. Either at the detection of hydrogen or at a fixed time, the rover will use the drill to 
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collectt samples from a depth of approximately 1 m below the surface. Samples will be examined by 
thee microscopic imager, APXS (modified for the detection of hydrogen), TDL looking for volatile water 
andd by the laser VIMS. For this phase of investigation, the integration time of the neutron detector and 
APXSS will be approximately 15 minutes and for the laser VIMS and TDL less than a minute each. The 
1mm drilling for a core will take a half-hour or less. The analysis of the core sample will give us a 
stratigraphicc record of the texture, volatiles, elemental analysis and unambiguous water ice present in 
thee top meter of the surface. At half its traverse time, the rover will retrace its tracks back to lighted 
areass to recharge its batteries. 

Thee part of the scenario that is modeled is the traverse into crater site number 1. The model scenario is as 
follows: : 

TheThe rover has arrived at the shadow edge of crater site number 1. The battery has been fully charged. 
BasedBased on the data analysis by the Earth-based teams, of the Clementine data available for the shadow 
edgeedge area of crater site number 1, the science team now decides where to go into this crater and search for 
waterwater ice. While the rover is traversing into the crater, it is taking hydrogen measurements with the Neutron 
Spectrometer.Spectrometer. When the rover arrives at the assigned location within this crater and it finds hydrogen there, 
thethe science team decides it should start drilling 10cm into the surface using the SATM, and collect a 1.0cc 
lunarlunar sample. When the rover receives this command, it starts the drilling activity and finally deposits the 
samplesample into the instrument carousel. 

Tablee 8-4 describes these two instruments in terms of the science it is used for. 

Tablee 8-4. Victoria rover instruments used during scenario 

Instrument t 

Neutronn spectrometer 

Lunarr Prospector Neutron 
Detector r 

Science e 

Detectt hydrogen within the first half meter of the 
lunarr surface below the rover. The most likely form 
off this hydrogen is water ice. 

SATMM drill 

Samplee Acquisi t io 
andd Transfer 
Mechanism m 

SATMM can penetrate the lunar regolith to depths of 
overr 1 m to acquire samples while preventing 
cross-contamination.. The SATM is equipped with 
aa sample cavity volume capable of between 0.1 to 
1.00 cc to acquire samples of different lengths and at 
differentt depths bellow the lunar surface. 
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Inn this scenario the rover uses two of its instruments, the Neutron Spectrometer and the lunar surface drill, 
calledd SATM63. In the next section, I first describe the activities of the rover during the scenario. After that I 
describee the activities of the Earth-based teams. The reason for ordering the discussion of the model this 
wayy is because the reader will have an easier time understanding the activities on Earth, by first having an 
understandingg of the rover's activities. The rover activities are a result of the Earth-based team's behavior, 
andd they better explain the objective of the scenario. 

8.77 «OVERACTIVITY 

Thee Victoria rover is modeled as an agent, whereas the neutron spectrometer and SATM instruments are 
modeledd as separate science instrument objects contained in the rover agent. Both instruments are 
modeledd to perform the science activities according to their definition. Figure 8-7 shows the VictoriaRover's 
activitiess during simulation of the scenario. The NeutronSpectrometer object is active and creates a 
HydrogenData_11 object containing the hydrogen data that is send to Earth, while the VtetoriaRover is 
traversingg to a permanently shadowed area within the crater, known as site number one (see Move to area 
inin crater and look for hydrogen in Figure 8-7). Next, the rover is waiting for the next command sequence 
fromm Earth (see Waiting for command from Science Team in Figure 8-7). During this time the Earth-based 
teamss are analyzing the hydrogen data and are deciding what to do next (see section 8.8). The simulation 
showss that the rover is given the command to search for water tee in the permanent dark area. This triggers 
thee SATM instrument to start the drilling activity. Figure 8-7 shows the SATM and Augur objects performing 
activitiess in order to collect a sample from the lunar soil (see Drill 10cm into surface and take 1cc sample in 
Figuree 8-7). 

Too collect a sample the SATM has to 1) lower its augur to the surface, 2) drill to the depth given as part of 
thee command by the Earth-based Science Team (in this scenario the command says to take a 1.0cc 
samplee at 10cm depth), 3) open the sample cavity door, 4) continue to drill to collect the sample, 5) closing 
thee sample door when done, 6) retract the drill from the surface, and finally 7) depositing the collected 
samplee on the instrument carousel. Figure 8-7 also shows the Augur object, contained in the SATM object. 
Thee Augur object creates the LunarSample_1 object as part of its activity to capture the lunar sample, after 
openingg the sample door and continuing the drilling to collect the 1 .Occ sample. The way the drilling activity 
workss in the model is copied from the way the drilling activity worked in the previous Apollo HFE deployment 
casee study (see section 7.5.3). This shows a low-level model reuse. 

Thee activity times for drilling into the surface are dynamically derived during the simulation. Honeybee 
Robotics,, Ltd. provided the times for moving the augur to the surface, opening and closing the sample 
door,, as well as the average time it takes to drill the augur into, and retracting it out of the lunar surface. 
Tablee 8-5 gives the sub-activity duration for the autonomous lunar sample collection activity by the SATM 
instrumentt on the Victoria Rover. Using these numbers in the model, the (autonomous) SATM object 
calculatess the actual activity times dynamically, based on the sample collection depth and sample volume 
parameterss provided externally (i.e. by the rover command). 

Tablee 8-5. SATM collecting lunar surface sample activity times (from Honeybee Robotics. Ltd.) 
Activityy Duration 

Lowerr  its augu r to the surfac e 3.5 min , (10 cm/min) , (0.18 Watt/Hr ) 

Dril ll  augu r nomina l dril l rate into the lunar surfac e 4 cm/mi n @ 12 Watts , 150 rpm , 10 bs thrus t 

Open/clos ee sampl e cavit y door 1 min , (2 rpm) , (0.05 Watt/Hr ) 

Retrac tt  the augu r from lunarr  surfac e 7 cm/mi n 

Movee augur to star t positio n abov e lunar surfac e lOcrrvmi n 

Dropp sampl e on Carouse l 5 min (mov e to carousel , open sampl e door , take sampl e out , 

clos ee sampl e door , mov e augu r back) . It wil l have an 

acceleratio nn profile , but as it approache s the drop off interfac e 

onn the carouse l it wil l slow to abou t 1 cm/mi n 

''  Sampl e Acquisitio n and Transfe r Mechanis m 
11 Honeybe e Robotics , Ltd . are the designer s and maker s of the SATM instrument . 
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Figuree 8-7. Victoria Rover scenario activities 

Activitiess of the VictoriaRover agent are shown at the top, above the actn/ities of the NeutronSpectrometer and SATM instruments. The 

HydrogenData_11 object is created by the NeutronSpectrometer, which represents the hydrogen data that it found and communicates 

backk to Earth (the communication to Earth is not shown in this figure). The Augur object creates the LunarSampleJ object in the "collect 

sample"" activity. This object represents the 1 cc lunar sample that was captured during the drilling activity. The VictoriaRover commands 

thee drill to start, getting its command from Earth, but then the drill performs the activity autonomously. 

Tablee 8-6 gives the values of the list of activities and activity simulation time output variables for the Victoria 
rover,, from the simulation shown in Figure 8-7. The complete list of Victoria Rover activities is comprised of 
alll the parallel activities of the rover agent and the instruments used during the rover's activities. Table 8-6 
showss the activities for the VictoriaRover agent, the NeutronSpectrometer object, the SATM object, and the 
Augurr object contained in the SATM object. 
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Tablee 8-6. VictoriaRover and Science Instruments activities and times in seconds 

VictoriaRove r r 

NeutronSpectromete r r 

SATM M 

Augu r r 

Activit y y 

DoNothing g 

ProcessUplinkData a 

TraverseToLocation n 

CommunicateToEarttiTeam m 

DoNothing g 

ProcessUplinkData a 

SearchFoWaterlcdnPermanentDarkArea a 

DetectingHydrogen n 

AddDataTypeToDataObject t 

ExtendAugur r 

Drilling g 

StopDrlling g 

OpenSampleDcor r 

StartSampteAcquisrtkxi i 

Drilling g 

StopDrüHng g 

QoseSampJeDoor r 

ReverseDrilling g 

RetractAugur r 

DropOffSampleOnCarouse) ) 

MovinglntoSurface e 

SampteAcqutsition n 

MovingOutOfSurface e 

StartTim e e 

0 0 

7514 4 

7516 6 

8416 6 

8418 8 

9815 5 

9817 7 

7516 6 

8416 6 

9817 7 

10027 7 

10180 0 

10181 1 

10241 1 

10242 2 

10251 1 

10252 2 

10312 2 

10404 4 

10614 4 

10027 7 

10242 2 

10312 2 

EndTtm e e 

7514 4 

7516 6 

8416 6 

8418 8 

9815 5 

9817 7 

10914 4 

Tota l l 

8416 6 

8417 7 

Tota l l 

10027 7 

10180 0 

10181 1 

10241 1 

10242 2 

10251 1 

10252 2 

10312 2 

10404 4 

10614 4 

10914 4 

Tota l l 

10180 0 

10251 1 

10404 4 

Tota l l 

TotalTim e e 

7514 4 

2 2 

900 0 

2 2 

1397 7 

2 2 

1097 7 

10914 4 

900 0 

1 1 

901 1 

210 0 

153 3 

1 1 

60 0 

1 1 

9 9 

1 1 

60 0 

92 2 

210 0 

300 0 

1097 7 

153 3 

9 9 

92 2 
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Thee total duration of the complete scenario is given by the total time of the VictoriaRover's activities. Table 
8-66 shows a total scenario duration time of 3 hrs and 2 min (10914 sec). This includes the DoNothing 
activityy of the rover at the start of the scenario. During this activity the human teams on Earth are working 
towardss a decision on the first rover command. This will be discussed in the next section. The total duration 
off the traverse into the permanent dark area, including the extraction of one lunar sample is 57 minutes (see 
Tablee 8-7). 

Tablee 8-7. VictoriaRover agent output variables 

Totall  Duratio n Time 
Duratio nn For Rover (withou t 
thee firs t DoNothin g activity ) 
Roverr  Travers e 
Dataa Transmissio n Too Earth 

Actua ll  Value 

10914sec c 

34000 sec 

900900 sec 
22 sec 

Hrss and Min 

33 hrs, 2 min 

577 min 

155 min 

Lengt h h 
Travele d d 

900m m 

Dataa Type 

Hydrogenn data 
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& 88 TEAMACTlVmE S 

Thee SOT is a group of mission scientists who, at the start of each traverse of the rover, have some science 
objectivee they want to accomplish. The SOT is at the center of the decision making process for a specific 
missionn objective. The SOT is the team that decides what activity the rover is to execute next. To do this, 
thee SOT needs help from the DAIT. The DAIT team's responsibility is to make sure that the SOT has the 
appropriatee mission data available to make a decision. Analyzing such mission data is a collaborative 
activityy between the SOT, the DAIT, and the rover. The rover gathers data and sends it to Earth for analysis. 
Thee DAIT locates the correct data, which is then presented to the SOT. Together these two teams analyze 
thee data, given the current mission objective and state. When the SOT has decided what the rover is to do 
next,, it communicates this to the VSOT. This team consists of technical individuals who know how to 
operatee the robot. The VSOT takes the decision of the SOT, and creates a command sequence for the 
robot.. Using the teleoperation system, the VSOT executes the command sequence, which is then send to 
thee rover via the USN satellite dish. The rover is responsible for executing the activities as specified in the 
commandd sequence, as well as communicating its findings back to the Victoria Team. The next two 
sectionss explain how the scenario is simulated, given the work system design model. 

8.8.11 Uplin k proces s 

Figuree 8-8 shows how the uplink process for the search for water ice in the permanent dark crater scenario 
iss simulated. The scenario starts with the DAIT team retrieving the Clementine data image of the shadow 
edgee area, where the rover is located at the start of the scenario-^this data is modeled as an static 
Clementinee mission data object, available in the VisualizationSystem object at the start of the simulation. 
Theyy review this image using the visualization system, which is shown in Figure 8-8 by the communication 
linee at the top-left comer in the VisualizationSystem object. 

Thiss first example already shows some work system design decisions that were made: a) deciding that the 
DAITT team retrieves this image, and b) the fact that they do this without anyone requesting that they look at 
thiss data. This means that the DAIT needs to be aware of the location and situation of the rover at all times, 
ass well as that they need to know that this data is available and needs to be retrieved, and where and how 
theyy can retrieve it. These activities were designed as a result of the fact that the function of the DAIT team 
iss to perform long-term planning for science opportunities, given in Table 8-3. 

Oncee the DAIT has retrieved the images, it communicates this to the SOT team, and they collaboratively 
analyzee these images. This is shown in Figure 8-8 by the AnalyzeRoverl mages activity that both the DAIT 
andd the SOT team perform at the same time (see Team Collatx>ration in Figure 8-8). At the end of this 
analysiss the SOT team plans the first rover command sequence (see Rover Command Decision in Figure 
8-8).. According to the scenario being simulated, the SOT decides that the rover needs to drive for a 
specifiedd amount of time (15 min) into the crater to a specific location (ShadowArea1lnCraterSN1), and 
whilee driving it should be using its neutron detector instrument to detect hydrogen in the lunar surface. This 
decisionn is communicated to the VSOT team (and the DAIT team). After this communication, the SOT waits 
forr the rover's downlink data. The command sequence that is created is represented as the following 
communicatedd beliefs, by the SOT: 

belief:: (prqjects.victoria .VictoriaRover.nextActivily = MoveToLocationActivity) 
belief:: (projects.victoria YictoriaRover.subActivity = ptojects.victoria.DetectHy^^ 
belief:: (projects-victoria VictoraRover.dmingTime = 900.0) 
belief:: (projetfc.wdoriaVictoria^^ = projeds.victoria.Sha*wArea1lriCraterSN1) 
befef:: (j*ojects.vic*oria.VehicleAn^^ = true) 

Noww the VSOT team starts its activity of creating the command sequence. This is done using the 
teleoperationn software system, and is shown in Figure 8-8 by the communication of the command sequence 
fromm the VSOT team to the TeleOperationSystem (see Communicate Command Sequence in Figure 8-8). 
Howw this interaction between the TeleoperationSystem and the VSOT team works is not further specified, 
butt could be seen as a high-level requirement for the development of the actual teleoperation system. 
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Thee TeleOperationSystem activity shows the TeleOperationSystem communicating the command 
sequencee to the USN satellite dish UsnDishl, after which the UsnDishl object communicates this data to 
thee VictoriaRover, waiting at the shadow edge in crater SN1. The VictoriaRover agent receiving this 
informationn and acting upon it was described in the previous section on the rover activity (see Move to area 
inin crater and look for hydrogen in Figure 8-7). 

Figuree 8-8 also explains why the VictoriaRover is performing the DoNothing activity at the start of the 
scenario;; the length of the DoNothing activity is determined by the time it takes the Victoria team to 
collaborativelyy decide what the next command should be for the rover. All the collaborative activities that are 
performedd during this first part of the simulation are part of the uplink process for requesting, collecting, 
processingg and analyzing data, as shown in Table 8-2. The VictoriaRover is waiting for this uplink process to 
bee completed. 

Figuree 8-8. Simulation of first uplink command activities 
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& & 22 Downlin k proces s 

Afterr the rover has received the first uplink command it will start the traverse into the permanent dark crater. 
Whenn the rover detects hydrogen in the ShadowArea1lnCraterSN1 location the downlink process starts. 
Whatt happens during the downlink process is shown in Figure 8-9. The VictoriaRover agent contains the S-
BandMGAA object, which represents the S-Band transmitter on the rover. The VictoriaRover creates a data 
objectt with a) the current rover location information and b) the hydrogen data. This data object is then 
communicatedd to Earth, via the UsnDisM object The UsnDishl object communicates this data to the 
DataConversionSystemm (see Downlink Process in Figure 8-9). As can be seen in Figure 8-9, the 
DataConversionSystemm performs two conversion activities, one for the hydrogen data and one for the 
locationn data from the rover. In the work system design, as implemented in the model, it has been decided 
thatt the data conversion system should be intelligent enough to handle the data conversion for and the 
transmissionn to the visualization system, without human intervention. This creates a certain level of 
requirementss for these systems that have not been specified in more detail in the model, but could have 
easilyy been modeled in more detail. 

Whenn the VisuaiizationSystem receives the newly converted data, the system alerts the user, i.e. the DAIT 
team.. This is implemented in the model through the creation of facts that simulate software "alarms" that are 
beingg detected by the DAIT agent using detectables (see Detect, retrieve, interpret and communicate data 
inn Figure 8-9). This simulates the activities of a member of the DAIT. They are monitoring the 
VisuaiizationSystemm while in the activity WatchForDownlink. This is shown in the activity timeline of the 
DAITT agent in Figure 8-9. When the DAIT agent detects that there is newly available neutron detector and 
locationn data, it retrieves the data from the VisuaiizationSystem object (i.e. the activities 
RetrieveNeutronData,RetrieveNeutronData, InterpretNeutronData, and FindRoverLocationData). This simulates the DAIT team 
memberss looking at and interpreting the rover's neutron and location data, using the visualization system. 
Afterr these activities are performed, the DAIT team communicates their findings to the SOT. The scenario 
statess that the hydrogen data suggest that the rover has found hydrogen in the ShadowArea1lnCraterSn1. 
Whenn the SOT hears these findings, it decides very quickly what the next command sequence for the rover 
is,, and communicates this decision to the VSOT team (i.e. CommunicateDoDrillActivity) (see Next Rover 
CommandCommand Decision in Figure 8-9). The command sequence that is created is represented as the following 
communicatedd beliefs: 

belef:: (projects. victonaVictoriaRover.nextAdM^ = SearchForWaterk̂ nPemw)entDarkAreaActivity) 
belief:: (projeds-wctona VctonaRoversubAdivity = prqjects.victoria.OrangAdivfty) 
belef:: (projects.victoria.SATM.IenglhlntoSuface = 10.0) 
belef:: (prc .̂vkJona.SATM.sampteVolume = 1.0) 
belef:: (piojects.vidDria.VehicieAno5^ = true) 

Thee communication tells the VSOT that they have to transmit the command sequence to the VictoriaRover. 
Thee command sequence tells the VictoriaRover to start the 
SearchForWaterlcelnPermanentDarkAreaActivity.SearchForWaterlcelnPermanentDarkAreaActivity. It also tells the VictoriaRover that its sub-activity during 
thiss activity is to perform the DrillingActivity. The next commands are parameters for the DrillingActivityVhat 
thee rover needs to know, to a) know how deep to drill and b) know how big of a sample to collect at that 
depth.. Figure 8-9 shows a part of this second uplink process, which is performed in the same way as the 
firstt data uplink shown in Communicate Command Sequence Figure 8-8. 

Thee length of this downlink and second uplink process determines the length of the second DoNothing 
activityy of the VictoriaRover, which simulates the time the rover is waiting for the Victoria science team to 
decidee the next command sequence for the rover (see Waiting for command from Science Team in Figure 
8-9). . 
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Figuree 8-9. Simulation of downlink and second uplink command activities 
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fL8. 33 Outpu t variable s fo r huma n agent s 

Givenn the activities of the Victoria team shown in Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9, we can generate the output 
variabless for the human agents, i.e. the different Science and Victoria Team agents. Table 8-8 shows the 
activitiess and activity times for each human agent in the model. 

Tablee 8-8. Victoria Team activities and time in seconds 

Agent t Group p Activity y StartTimee EndTime TotafTime 

DataAnalysisAndlnterpretationTeamm ScienoeTeam Retrievelmages 
AnalyzeRoverlmages s 
RetrieveNeutronDetectorData a 
InterpretHydrogenData a 
RndRoverLocatkxiData a 
CommunicateData a 

0 0 

1800 0 

8481 1 

8781 1 

8901 1 

9201 1 

1800 0 

5400 0 

8781 1 

8901 1 

9201 1 

9501 1 

Tota l l 

1800 0 

3600 0 

300 0 

120 120 

300 0 

300 0 

6420 0 

ScienceOperationsTeam m ScienceTeamm AnalyzeRoverlmages 
PlanFirstCommandSequence e 
CommunicateNextRoverActivity y 
AskToWatchForNewDownlink k 
WaitingForData a 
CommunicateNextRoverActivity y 
WaitingForData a 

18000 5400 3600 
54000 7200 1800 
72000 7210 10 
72100 7220 10 
72200 9501 2281 
95011 9511 10 
95111 10914 1403 

Vehicl ee AndSpacecraftOpsTea m VictoriaTeam m ExecuteRoverCornmand d 

ExecuteRoverCommand d 

7210 0 

9511 1 

Tota l l 

7510 0 

9811 1 

Tota l l 

9114 4 

300 0 

300 0 

600 0 

8.99 CALCULATIN G ROVER ENERGY USAGE 

Thiss section describes how the output variable for rover energy usage (e.g. Eactj from (2.0) in section 8.2.2) 
iss calculated during the simulation. The reason for describing the techniques used in more detail is a) 
becausee this variable is of particular interest for judging the quality of the work system design for the Victoria 
mission,, and b) the Brahms programming techniques used to model this variable is an important technique 
too understand for future modelers. 

Too calculate the total power consumption of the rover during the scenario we need to calculate the energy 
beingg used over time. This is done by identifying the energy usage during every primitive activity of the 
rover,, based on each subsystem and instrument on the rover requiring power during a specific activity. 
Usingg equation (2.0) we can calculate the energy usage during each rover activity. The total power 
consumptionconsumption of the rover during the scenario can then be calculated by adding all the energy usages for 
eachh rover activity: 

ft ft 

TotalTotal Power Consumption = / Ea (4.0) ) 

showss the data calculated from equations (2.0) and (4.0). The energy usage during the rover's activities 
consistss of the energy used by the rover, its subsystems, the Neutron Spectrometer and SATM. 
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Tablee 8-9. Energy usage for the rover during scenario 

VlctoriaRove r r 

Neutro n n 
Spectromete r r 

SATM M 

Activity / / 

DoNottUng g 

ProcessUpKnkData a 

TraverseToLocation n 

CommunicateToEarthTeam m 

DoNolhing g 

ProcessUptinkData a 

SearchFbiWatericeln n 
PefmanentDarkArea a 

DetertingHydrogen n 

AddDateTypeToDataObject t 

ExtendAugur r 

Driing g 

StopDrilling g 

OpertSampteDoor r 

StartSampleAcquisition n 

Drillingg (reverse) 

StopDriHing g 

OoseSampleDoor r 

ReverseDrilftng g 

RetractAugur r 

DropOffSampteOnCarouse) ) 

Locatio n n 

Edgee of crater SN1 

Edgee of crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Shadoww crater SN1 

Powerr  Needed For 

NA 6 5 5 

NA 6 6 6 

Thermall Protection during driving+ 
Mobüityy during driving + Altitude 
Determinationn during driving + 
Commandd and Data Hanolng during 
driving g 

Thermall Protection during driving + 
Commandd and Data Hanclng during 
drivingg + Ground Link during driving 

Thermall Protection during driving + 
Commandd and Data Handling during 
driving g 

Thermall Protection during driving + 
Commandd and Data Handing during 
drivingg + Ground Link during driving 

Thermall Protection during science + 
Commandd and Date Handing during 
science e 

Takee Spectral image 

NA68. . 

Movee Augur Platform 

Nominall Driing 

NA™ ™ 

Openn Chamber Door 

N A 8 8 8 

Nominall Drilling 

NA® ® 

Closee Chamber Door 

Nominall Drilling 

Movee Augur Platform 

Samplee Drop 

Tota ll  Power Consumptio n durin g 
scenari o o 

Eactf f 
(W/hr ) ) 

99.06 6 

86.84 4 

33.96 6 

0.37 7 

49.52 2 

0.02 2 

0 0 

0.18 8 

30.60 0 

0 0 

0.05 5 

0 0 

1.80 0 

0 0 

0.05 5 

18.20 0 

0.18 8 

0.20 0 

321.03 3 
Watt t 

Too implement the calculation of the energy usage for the rover, I needed to operationalize the calculation of 
thee energy needed for each subsystem during a rover activity (see Table 8-9). Here I show the way this is 
donee using the simplest rover activity as an example. From Table 8-9 we can see that the energy the rover 
usess during the DoNothing activity is defined by the energy needed for Thermal Protection during driving + 
Commandd and Data Handling during driving. What this means is that even while the rover is standing still 
andd "doing nothing," it consumes power for its thermal protection and its commanding and data handling for 
itss subsystems, such as its processor board. The rover designers67 were able to provide the power 
consumptionn specification for these power consuming low-level activities of the rover (Table 8-10). 

Thiss energy is not added to the total energy used, because this before the rover starts the traverse in the permanent dark area. The 
batteryy is charged to full capacity at the moment the traverse begins. 
666 There is no energy usage associated with this activity. 
677 The Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University; httoy/www.ri.cmu.edu/centers/frc/index.html 
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Tablee 8-10. Rover power consumption data 

Subsyste m m 

Permanen t t 
Shado w w 
Travers e e 
w/growth(W ) ) 

Permanen t t 
Shado w w 
Scienc e e 
Investigatio n n 
w/growt hh (W) 

Shado w w 
Hibernatio n n 
w/growt hh (W) 

Therma l l 

Thermall Total 

Comman dd & Data 

Thermall Radiator 

MultHayerr InsUabon 

Thermall Switches 

Thermall Coatings 

Temperaturee Sensors 

Heaters s 

Handlin g g 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0.225 5 

39.375 5 

39.6 6 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0.225 5 

50.625 5 

50.85 5 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

84.375 5 

84.375 5 

Processorr Board 

Non-Volatilee Memory Board 

Commandd & Telemetry Board 

ADCS/Payloadd Interface 
Board d 
Motionn Control Board 

24.48 8 

3.6 6 

3 3 

3 3 

7.722 2 

24.48 8 

3.6 6 

3 3 

3 3 

1.755 5 

12.24 4 

1.8 8 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Powerr Distribution/Propulsion 
Driver/Heaterr Control Board 2.4 4 2.4 4 2.4 4 

Chargee ControVArray 
Switching g 

DC-DCC Converter 

Hardwaree Box 

0 0 

4.8 8 

0 0 

4.8 8 4.8 8 

0 0 

Commandd & Data Handling Total 49.002 2 43.035 5 21.24 4 

©Thee Robotics Institute, CMU 

Thee power consumption data is represented for the VictoriaRover agent as initial-beliefs (so that the agent 
cann use them) and initial-facts (so that the instrument objects can use them), using six attributes of type 
double. double. 

agentt VictoriaRover memberof Rover, DataCommunlcatorGroup { 
Initiall betters: 

(cuirenLpowerNeededRHTttemalProteetion^^ = 39.6); 
(current^xiwoitloodedFbrThBf^^ = 50.85); 
(cuirenLpowerttoededForThermalProtBcttaa = 84.375); 
(curTent^wwerNeededForComrnar^^ = 49.002); 
(current^iowcittoodedForêomrnandAndd = 43.035); 
(current4>owerNeededF6rComiTiandAr^^ = 21.24); 

InitiaUacts: : 
(curreiiLpowerNeededFcilheiTriaiProle^^ = 39.6); 
(currerrt^xwerNeededForThernialProtectkmDurlngShaa = 50.85); 
(currniLpowerNeeo^FcfThemialPro^^ = 84.375); 
(cuirentpowerNeededRjrCoiTKTiarrii = 49.002); 
(cumntpcweitJeededForCornfnandAndD^^ = 43.035); 
(cunBntpowenNeededForCommamlAiKlDataHandHrigg = 21.24); 

} } 

Usingg these beliefs (and facts) the Brahms model can calculate the energy used during the DoNothing 
activity.. This is done in the workframe wf_Waiting. 
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workfram ee wf Waitin g { 
repeat ::  true ; 
variables : : 

forone(double )) hourlyratio ; 
forone(double )) thermalprotectionpower ; 
forone(double )) commanddatahandlingpower ; 

whe nn (knownval(hourlyrati o = 60 / 3600) and 
knownval(thermalprotectionpowe rr  = currentenergyNeededForThermalProtectionDuringShadowDrivin g 

** hourlyratio ) and 
knownval(commanddatahandlingpowe rr  = 

current.energyNeededForCommandAndDataHandlingDuringShadowDrivin gg * hourlyratio) ) 
do { { 

DoNot hh ing(0,60) ; 
conclude((current.energyUsedlnActivit yy  = thermalprotectionpower) , bc:100 , fc:100) ; 
conclude((current.energyUsedl nn Activit y = currentenergyUsedlnActivit y + commanddatahandlingpower) , 

bc:100,fc:100) ; ; 
conclude((VictoriaRover.consumedEnergy=true) ,, bc:0 , fc:100) ; 

} } 

Everyy 60 seconds, this workframe calculates the energyUsedlnActivity belief and fact, based on the energy 
usedd for the thermal protection and the command and data handling for the duration of the DoNothing 
activityy (60 sec). The model includes this type of calculation in every workframe for the VictoriaRover agent, 
thee Neutron Detector object, the SATM object, and the Augur object. Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 show the 
calculatedd data from the Brahms MS Access™68 simulation history database. Using simple database 
queriess in MS Excel™68,1 was able to create the bar graphs showing the Energy level calculated in each 
workframe.. The numbers in Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 correspond with those in Table 8-9. 

5 5 

Victori aa Rover Energ y Used In Drillin g Activit y 

120.00 0 

100.00 0 

80.00 0 

60.00 0 

40.00 0 

20.00 0 

0.00 0 

88.04 4 

8S.84 4 

0.37 7 

4H.6Ü Ü 

J J 
/ / jFjF  4p ^ <r <r 

Act iv i t y y 

Figur ee 8-10. Rover energy used in drillin g activit y from simulatio n histor y databas e 

Microsof tt  Corporatio n 
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Instrumen tt  Energy Used In Drillin g Activit y 

35.00 0 

30.00 0 

2500 0 

20.00 0 

15.00 0 

100 00 

5.00 0 

00 uu 

30.60 0 

0.022 0.18 

1S90 0 

0.066 ™Z 0.05 0.188 0.20 

JfJf  Jf  / / ^  / / / / 

#''  o 

.«Pvv ^ sTT # v 

Activityy overtime 

Figuree 8-11. Instrument energy used in drilling activity from simulation history database 

Besidess the ability to show the energy usages per activity, it is also possible to generate a line graph 
representingg the overall rover energy usage during the traverse into the crater. This is given in Figure 8-12. 

Victori aa Rover Total Energy Used 

rulin gg  into surfac e 

Waitingg for Command from Science Team 

Traversee &. conuti. to Earth 

i y \\ i i i i  i i i i  i i i i i i i  i i i  i i i i i i i i i  i i i  i i i  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 

 & & <& <$> ?> <P of* <p <$> <& ^ ^K ^ v ^ ^ ^ K<$> 

Timee t i second s (from  start ) 

Figuree 8-12. Rover total energy usage during traverse into crater 

Upp to this point, I have described how we calculate the first six output variables from Table 8-1. Another 
importantt aspect is being able to determine if the model adheres to constraint (3.0). To determine this, I 
modeledd the battery of the rover (object RoverBattery) to keep track of the power drainage during the rover's 
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activities.. Each time the rover agent or one of the instrument objects calculates the energyUsedlnActivity 
valuee for a specific activity, it triggers the RoverBattery object to calculate how much power there is left in 
thee battery. The calculation of the powerLeftToUse attribute of the RoverBattery object allows us to show if 
thee current work system design model violates the energy constraint (3.0) (see Figure 8-13). 

Victori aa Rover Batter y Power Lef t To Use 

Waiting g 

400.00 0 

200.00 0 

0.00 0 

M M M 

II I I""l'"l '"I T"" 

PP  <s?  # ^  <r a? or <$> $ <? ^ r >$r >pr >$r ĵs * >$r $P 

Timee in seconds (fromstart) 

Figuree 8-13. Battery power left, based on constraint (3.0) 

Besidess the power left to use after the scenario, another interesting variable is the energy usage rate by the 
rover. . 

EnergyRate=TotalEnergyRate=Total Power/ Pbatteryfstartof traverse) (5.0) ) 

Figuree 8-13 tells us that given the energy used in the scenario—drive 900m into the crater, and take one 
1.0ccc sample at 10cm depth—with the current work system design, the robot has used almost a third of its 
power: : 

EnergyEnergy HatedrillingHatedrilling in permanent dark crater w 0.30 

Thiss variable represents the rover power consumption effectiveness of the work system design, and is a 
measuree that can be used to compare different work system designs for a model scenario. 

Thiss concludes the description of the model and the simulation output. In the next and last section, I will 
concludee with some observations and give an answer to the research question stated in the beginning of 
thiss chapter. 

8.100 CONCLUSION 

Thiss third and last case study investigates the use of Brahms in a design activity. Design is an activity in 
whichh the designer develops a model of a future system. In that sense, the design model prescribes the 
futuree system. Developing a prescriptive model is very similar to developing a predictive model, because we 
cann view a prescriptive model as predicting the future behavior of a system. However, there is a major 
differencee between these two modeling activities. In a prescriptive model the system being modeled does 
nott yet exist. This has certain consequences for the use of the model. 

First,, it means that a design scenario should drive bottom-up development of the model. Without a realistic 
scenarioo the design activity can only be done top-down. Secondly, the value of a design model in a design 
projectt is subjectively based on the aid provided to the designers. This is an often overlooked, but very 
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importantt aspect of using modeling and simulation in a design activity. The questions of what should be 
modeled,, and what is the outcome of such a model are directly related to the aid that the model should 
providee to the designers. Finally, the difference between prescriptive and predictive models changes the 
wayy we can verify and validate the model. A predictive model can be validated based on predictions of past 
events.. By showing that a predictive model can predict past events we can become confident about the 
predictionss of future events, which can later be validated. A validated model of an existing system can be 
usedd to predict the behavior of that system in the future. In a prescriptive model we do not have this ability. 
Theree is no ability to validate the design upfront. To validate the design we will have to implement the model 
inn the real world. At that moment the prescriptive model becomes a predictive model, and we can use the 
samee validation approach as with predictive models. However, to implement a prescriptive model without a 
goodd feeling about the validity of the model requires a costly leap of faith on the side of the engineers. 

Goodd design tools are hard to come by. Good design tools for the design of work systems are almost non-
existent.. Having described this case study and the developed Victoria model in the previous sections, I will 
describee here some of the findings in performing this prescriptive modeling activity, and in doing so, will try 
too answer the research question that was posed in the first section of this chapter. 

Thee research question, here restated, was: 

CanCan the Brahms modeling and simulation environment be used to prescribe a realistic work 
practicepractice in the design of the human-robotic collaboration during a robotic lunar mission ? 

8.10.11 Answerin g th e researc h questio n 

Describedd in section 8.3, an objective evaluation of the use of Brahms for a descriptive design model can be 
donee by evaluating to what extent the model is able to generate the defined outcome variables. Because 
thee outcome variables have been defined by the outcome measures that where defined based on the 
modelingg objective (see Figure 8-2), we can evaluate the use of Brahms for this objective by evaluating if 
andd how we can calculate such outcome variables in a Brahms model. Table 8-11 presents how the 
Brahmss model was able to provide the outcome variables, defined for the Victoria model objective. 

Too evaluate the ability to calculate each output variable from the simulation of the model, I use the following 
criteria: : 

1.. Is the variable calculated in the model, and therefore, do we need to use the power of the Brahms 
languagee to perform the calculation? 

2.. Is the variable calculated as part of the Brahms simulation, and therefore, can we display the 
variablee by executing a pre-specified SQL-query on the simulation history database that is created 
byy Brahms? 

3.. Do we need to calculate the variable post-simulation, by executing a pre-specified SQL-query on 
thee simulation history database that is created by Brahms? 

Inn terms of ease of modeling, we can see that the easiest way to calculate a simulation outcome variable is 
thee case in which we can use method (2) to show the result. Calculating a variable using method (2) means 
thatt we can use the intrinsic power of the history of the simulation events, captured by the Brahms 
simulationn engine. The modeler does not have to perform any additional work to be able to generate these 
outcomee variables from the simulation. The simulation engine keeps track of these measurements 
automatically.. In both (1) and (3) the modeler has to perform extra work. With method (3) the simulation 
enginee keeps track of most of the measurements, but the modeler needs to do some specific SQL 
developmentt after the simulation is complete. Therefore, the ability for the simulation engine to provide the 
measurementss without any extra modeling work depends on the type of data that can be extracted from the 
historyy database. In case the engine does not provide the needed data lo r free," the modeler needs to use 
methodd (1). This means that the modeler needs to add specific variable calculation code to the model itself. 
Thiss makes the modeling effort more complex on the one hand, but allows the modeler to extend the 
possiblee outcome measurements, and thus provides the modeler with a flexible approach. 
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Tablee 8-11. Outcome variable evaluation 

Outpu tt  Variable s 

AA list of activities for each 
human-agent t 

AA list of activities for each 
robot-agent t 

Thee total duration of a 
high-levell mission 
objectivee activity 

Thee duration time of each 
specificc agent-activity 

Thee total power 
consumedd by the robot 
agent t 

Thee energy used in each 
robott activity 

Thee battery power left 
afterr each robot activity 

Dataa send to the robot 

Forr each data 
transmissionn made by 
thee robot, its type and the 
amountt of data 

Lengthh and time of 
traverses, , 
Numberr of mission 
relevantt stops 

Variable ss Calculate d 
inn Brahm s Model 

Noo specific variable 
calculatedd in the model 

> i i 

u u 

i ) ) 

RoverBattery.energyUsed d 

[VictoriaRoverr 1 
EnergyConsumer]. . 
eneigyUsedlnActivrty y 

RoverBattery.energyLeftToU U 
se e 

Noo specific variable 
calculatedd in the model 

«J J 

i j j 

How w 
Calculated/Displaye d d 

Displayedd by executing a 
pre-specifiedd SQL-query 
onn the simulation history 
database e 
Displayedd by executing a 
pre-specifiedd SQL-query 
onn the simulation history 
database e 
Calculatedd by executing a 
pre-specifiedd SQL-query 
onn the simulation history 
database e 
Displayedd by executing a 
pre-specifiedd SQL-query 
onn the simulation history 
database e 

Calculatedd in workf rames 
associatess with the agent 
orr object and displayed by 
executingg a pre-specified 
SQL-queryy on the 
simulationn history 
database e 

Displayedd by executing a 
pre-specifiedd SQL-query 
onn the simulation history 
database e 

>> > 

i i i 

Metho d d 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 
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Tablee 8-11 shows us that using Brahms 1 was able to calculate every outcome variable that was defined for 
thee given modeling objective. This gives us an objective answer to the research question, namely: 

BrahmsBrahms can  be used to prescribe a realistic work practice in the design of the human-robotic 
collaborationcollaboration during a robotic lunar mission. 

Inn this case study the objective was to investigate the use of Brahms in as a prescriptive modeling 
environment.. Although the conclusion is that Brahms can be used as a modeling tool for the design of 
missionn operations work systems, the question remains if such a project is worth the time and effort. 
Quantifyingg the added value and cost-benefit of a Brahms modeling project would require a focused effort, 
whichh falls outside of this thesis. However, in the next two sections, I present some of my personal 
evaluationn of the perceived values and benefits in this case study. 

8.10.22 Adde d valu e of Brahm s 

Inn this section I discuss the added value of using Brahms in the design of the Victoria MOS. The Victoria 
missionn proposal was not selected for funding in 2001, therefore the results from this case study did not 
feedd back into the next mission design cycle. However, there are some subjective benefits that can be 
discussed. . 

Relationshipp between rover design and work system design 

Thee Brahms simulation study operatbnalized the inherent relationship between the design of the rover and 
instrumentss and the design of the total mission operations work system. Everyone involved in the Victoria 
proposall was convinced that this relationship existed and played a role in the total design of the mission. 
However,, current mission design tools are not capable of showing these relationships. Therefore, the 
analysiss of this relationship and the impact on the design of the systems are currently only done informally 
byy the mission designers. Design decisions that are based on these relationships are currently made based 
onn the experience of the mission designers involved. Since every NASA mission is considerably different 
fromm previous missions, these experiences are often not based on high confidence data. 

Inn this case study, I have shown that with Brahms we are able to operationalize the relationships in a 
simulationn of both the work system and the hardware and software systems. This shows a tremendous 
potentiall benefit in mission design. 

Sciencee return 

Thee mission designers proposed that the Victoria rover could spend about 2 hours within a permanent-dark 
crater.. They proposed that within these two hours they could make several stops in the crater, and take 
lunarr samples. The SATM designers pride themselves in the proposal of being able to drill to a maximum of 
11 m into the lunar surface, and take a 1 .Occ sample. 

However,, these numbers are not substantiated based on a simulation of the permanent-dark crater mission 
scenarioo in which the work of the Earth-based teams was taken into account. The reason for this is simply 
becausee there are no tools available to do such analysis. The only way to get somewhat accurate scenario 
dataa is by re-enactment of the scenario in field tests. Such field tests are a) not possible until all or some of 
thee mission systems have been developed, or are at least in prototype stage, b) difficult to setup, c) time 
consuming,, and d) costly. Therefore, at the mission proposal stage there is currently no capability to perform 
anyy scenario re-enactment. 

Thiss case study shows that Brahms could be used to perform such scenario re-enactment virtually through 
simulationsimulation of the scenario, based on a work practice model of the MOS. This capability would provide 
missionn designers with better tools to develop more realistic mission scenarios, and thus could do a better 
jobb in quantifying the possible science result in a mission. 
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Roverr  batter y requirements 

Currently,, the battery design for the Victoria rover is developed based on weight and volume constraints for 
thee rover, and on the power consumption of the rover's systems and instruments during the mission. 
Whetherr the Victoria mission would ever be successful depends on the amount of science that can be done 
duringg the mission, given the capability of the total MOS, including the capabilities of the rover and the 
Earth-basedd teams. 

Thiss case study showed that the amount of science that can be done in a mission into a permanent dark 
craterr is less than was proposed in the mission proposal—there is about 25% less time available to do 
science.. Although the model is incomplete, and the study was only a preliminary study to show the 
capabilityy of Brahms, it can be said that having this modeling and simulation capability provides the mission 
designerss with a tool that can help evaluate design decisions and generate more accurate design 
requirementss for hardware and software systems for the mission. 

Inn a personal conversation with the PI of the Victoria mission, the PI told me that he would now consider 
redesigningg the battery system for the rover. This is strong testimonial evidence that this case study added 
valuee to the Victoria proposal. 

High-leve ll  requirement s for missio n suppor t system s 

Similarr to the generation of requirements for the rover hardware, the model simulation showed the 
relationshipss between the data uplink and downlink activities of the human teams, the rover, and the needed 
softwaree support systems part of the MOS. The model does not go into details of user interface design, but 
doess show the relationship between human activity and the software system's functionality requirements in 
supportt of these activities. A Brahms simulation model is useful as a software requirement specification of 
howw the software systems fit in a human-centered work system. 

Missio nn field  test suppor t 

NASAA Mission designers a) design MOS and b) test the MOS in time-consuming and costly field tests. 
Usingg Brahms to create initial designs and provide data before and during such field tests would provide the 
missionn designers with an evaluative capability that feeds back valuable data from the field tests to the 
missionn design efforts. 

Too highlight this benefit, I briefly describe a real-life problem that is currently being addressed in the '03 MER 
mission,, being designed at JPL I then discuss how the '03 MER mission designers are solving the problem, 
andd contrast this with how a Brahms model and simulation effort could benefit the mission designers: 

Thee '03 MER mission is a planned 2003 mission to Mars with two identical Athena rovers. One of the 
missionn operation work system design problems has to do with having the Earth-based human teams use 
Mars-timee or Earth time during this long-term mission (90 days or longer). The issue is that a Martian d a y -
sol—iss 24 hours, 39 minutes in Earth time. Mission designers have created a work group, which has a 
charterr to study the advantages and disadvantages of working Earth time versus Mars time, versus some 
combinationn of these times, on personnel who work the duration of the mission. The working group must 
understandd the problems inherent with the different operation methods and deliver a detailed report and 
recommendation,, within two months. 

Withoutt going into much detail, some of the attributes of the mission that need to be considered by the work 
groupp are: 

•• Provide capability for commanding the rovers every Martian sol. 

•• Provide margin for dealing with contingencies within the nominal timeline. 

•• Minimize the impact on personal lives. 

•• Ensure information of key information across shift boundaries. 
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•• Resiliency in face of anomalies. 

•• Support operation for two rovers simultaneously. 

•• Maximize the potential for science return. 

Thesee are some of the issues that the work group needs to address in their recommendation to the mission 
commander.. Their current approach is to divide the work group into two advocate teams—Pro-Mars and 
Pro-Earth—thatt will each independently research the pros and cons from their points of view. After this, they 
willl present their findings and defend their group positions. They will then come together and adopt the best 
off both plans, compiling a report with recommendations. 

Thee work group could benefit from a Brahms simulation of the '03 MER mission operations work system, by 
runningg separate what-rf scenarios based on a model that implements the Pro-Mars and Pro-Earth team's 
designn in the Brahms model. For each possible design, the Brahms model could generate appropriate 
variabless that allowed the work group to compare the different designs. 

Suchh a use of Brahms would be extremely useful for the '03 MER mission if the model would be available at 
thee start of the task of the work group, and if the changes to the model, representing the different team 
designs,, could be implemented in at most a couple of weeks. If it is possible to create such a MER model in 
Brahmss is an empirical question, but the Victoria case study is positive evidence that this is possible, and 
showss that the potential benefit for the '03 MER mission is high. Today, the work group has no tools 
availablee to support them in this difficult task. 

8.10.33 Cost-benefi t of usin g Brahm s 

Inn this section I discuss the potential cost of using Brahms in the design of the Victoria MOS. Given the 
addedd value of a Brahms simulation, I discuss the cost of developing the Victoria model. There are a 
numberr of important criteria that should be mentioned: a) the model that was developed was a relatively 
smalll model and did not include all the necessary detail for a real modeling effort, b) the model was 
developedd by one individual, outside of the mission proposal team, c) the modeler was an experienced 
Brahmss user, and d) the modeler was able to re-use some model libraries from the previous Apollo case-
studies.. Although, there is no detailed cost data available, the cost of the Brahms modeling effort in this 
casee study could be defined as follows: 

Modell  developmen t tim e 

Thee largest amount of time for developing the model was in creating the initial design of the work system as 
aa conceptual model (about 70% of the total modeling time). Such a design needs to be done with or without 
thee use of Brahms, and is thus not dependent on the use of Brahms. 

Thee amount of time it took to develop the Brahms model (less than one man-month) is small in relation to 
thee design and development of the total mission (at least 4 years). 

Costt  benefi t for missio n fiel d test s 

Usingg Brahms to create initial designs and provide data before and during such field tests would cut down 
thee field test time, and thus would create a measurable cost reduction in the total mission. 

Thiss concludes the description of the last case study. In the next chapter, I give my overall conclusions for 
thee research presented in this thesis. 
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